
Double Down®
Double Down combines the brightening and cleaning power of
hydrogen peroxide with a blend of encapsulating water-based
polymers and surfactants. When mixed together at the point of
contact, this combination provides maximum cleaning
effectiveness!

See material safety data sheet and product for 
safety information, handling and proper use.

Safety

Certifications, Registrations & Notes
CRI Certified
The CRI Seal of Approval program tests cleaning effectiveness. Solutions are tested on overall cleaning effectiveness
and the following criteria: rate of resoiling, pH level, surface texture change, optical brighteners and colorfastness.

Brightens and deodorizes carpets.-
Polymer technology encapsulates soil for easy removal.-
Carpet and Rug Institute Approved.-

Technical Specifications
Appearance Clear
Dilution Rate RTU
Color Colorless
Scent Non-Objectionable
Non Volatile Matter n/a
pH @ 25 deg. C 9.0 - 10.0

HMIS (Concentrate/RTU)
Flammability = 0 Health = 2 Reactivity = 0

Availability
HIL0093285 6 - 32 oz. Bottles
HIL0104069 1 - Kit, 6 - 22 oz. Bottles, 1 - 

Trigger
HIL0104070 8 - 22 oz. Bottles
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Directions
1. Pretest Double Down in an inconspicuous area to make certain the solution will not damage the carpet fiber or dye.
Apply Double Down to the test area and hold a white cloth on the wet area for 10 seconds. Examine the white cloth and
carpet for any color transfer, color change, or damage to the carpet.  
  
2. Blot wet stains with a clean white cloth or paper towel. After removing any gross soils or debris, liberally spray Double
Down on the spot and allow it to dwell for 60 seconds.  
  
3. Agitate by working from the outside to the center of the spot with a carpet brush, bone knife or clean cloth. Repeat if
necessary to completely remove the spot.  
  
4. Flush with clean water and blot with a clean cloth, or flush by using clean water in a carpet extractor.  
  
DO NOT USE ON ALUMINUM OR COPPER
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